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Investigation on laser absorption and x-ray radiation in microstructured titanium
targets heated by short-pulse relativistic laser pulses
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The enhancement effect of a microstructured surface on laser absorption and characteristic Kα emission
has been investigated by measuring K-shell emission from titanium (Ti) targets irradiated with high-intensity
(∼1020 W cm−2), subpicosecond (500 fs) laser pulses. The experimental results indicate a modest enhancement
(1.6×) of Kα emission from microstructured targets compared to flat foils, but with a similar intensity and
profile of Heα and Li-like satellites. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are implemented to further understand the
underlying physical processes in the laser interaction with both targets, interpreting the mechanisms responsible
for the Kα enhancement. The reasons for the lower-than-expected enhancement of Kα emission are discussed.
The rapid heating of the bulk plasma might result in the premature shutdown of Kα emission before the
thermalization of hot electrons or even the end of laser pulses, suggesting that the use of Kα emission as a
diagnostic of the hot-electron yield or relaxation could lead to a misinterpretation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high-intensity, short-pulse laser irradiation of solid tar-
gets can create extremely high temperature, near-solid density
plasmas, not only providing a unique platform for the study of
high energy density (HED) physics but also serving as com-
pact, short-duration radiation and energetic particle sources
[1–6]. In particular, the production of high peak-brightness
ultrashort x-ray sources with laser pulses is of tremendous in-
terest for probing ultrafast real-time dynamics in physical and
chemical systems, and biomedical imaging [7–15]. It has been
demonstrated that laser-produced x-ray sources can provide
sufficient photon numbers in narrow-band spectral lines to
perform spectrally resolved x-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS)
measurements in dense plasmas [9–13], which can provide
important physical properties including temperature, density,
ionization state, and microscopic structure. In addition, laser-
driven x-ray sources are also widely used as high-brightness
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backlighters for radiography in the inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) and other HED experiments [14,15].

It is crucial and desired to develop a laser-driven x-ray
source with a higher brightness, especially for applications
that require a very high photon flux in a narrow spectral
bandwidth, e.g., XRTS. One key to enhancing x-ray radiation
is improving the laser energy absorption by the target. How-
ever, the laser-to-target coupling is usually limited due to the
reflection of the incident laser caused by the critical electron
density in the surface plasma [16]. In order to enhance the
laser-to-target coupling and thus the brightness of laser-driven
x-ray sources, various techniques have been employed. An
increase in Kα yield per laser energy can be observed with
increasing the laser intensity up to ∼1018 W/cm2, and there-
after the conversion efficiency of laser energy to Kα emission
is approximately constant [14]. High contrast lasers can also
improve Kα and bremsstrahlung yields by suppressing the
preplasma formation [17,18]. Another approach is optimizing
the morphology of targets. The enhancements in laser absorp-
tion and x-ray radiation have been observed experimentally
by using structured targets [19–26], subwavelength grating
targets [27,28], or foams [29]. More recently, a novel mi-
crostructured target made of silicon (Si) has been investigated,
demonstrating a significant increase (12×) of Kα emission
[30]. Structured targets can substantially diminish the reflec-
tion of laser energy, enhance local electric fields [24,27], and
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promote the vacuum heating process [25,30], thus improving
laser absorption and x-ray radiation. The vacuum heating
in microstructured targets arises mainly from sharp plasma-
vacuum interfaces formed on the sloping microsurfaces [31].
The main advantage of microstructured targets compared to
nanostructured targets is that the durability of the structures
during the laser-solid interaction can be improved. For ap-
plications that require a narrow spectral bandwidth source,
e.g., XRTS experiments, a cold Kα source is preferred over
thermal Heα or Lyα sources and hard x-ray bremsstrahlung
sources due to the absence of prominent satellite lines in Kα

emission. Moreover, laser-driven Kα emission has a much
shorter duration and smaller source size compared to thermal
spectral lines and bremsstrahlung emission, resulting in a
better temporal and spatial resolution of the probing. How-
ever, the Kα yield is usually much lower than Heα and Lyα

yields [12], as well as the overall bremsstrahlung yield. Up
to now, most laser-driven x-ray sources used for XRTS mea-
surements are still based on Heα or Lyα emission [9–13]. The
XRTS measurement for shock-compressed carbon foam using
a laser-produced titanium (Ti) Kα source has been prelim-
inarily demonstrated, but still with a weak scattering signal
[32]. Thus, further enhancing laser-driven Kα sources is of
paramount importance for dense plasma experiments.

Laser energy absorption is a complex physical process
where hot (or fast) electrons play a vital role in transferring
the laser energy into the target. In a relativistic laser-solid
interaction (Iλ2 > 1.3 × 1018 W µm/cm2), electrons are ac-
celerated to relativistic energies mainly by the pondermotive
force, resulting in a Maxwellian-like temperature distribution
[33,34]. For short-pulse lasers with moderately intense but
nonrelativistic intensities (1015 W/cm2 < I < 1018 W/cm2),
hot electrons are produced basically by two other collision-
less absorption mechanisms, i.e., resonance absorption and
vacuum heating [31,34,35]. Bulk plasmas can be heated to
hundreds of eV and even several keV by hot electrons via the
cold return current and direct collision mechanisms [36,37].
Although the electrons with energies above the plasma sheath
potential will leave the backside of the target, hot electrons
with relatively low energies can deposit their energies in-
side the target through the single-pass or refluxing processes
[38,39]. Meanwhile, various x-ray emission lines are gener-
ated in the plasma, including the characteristic Kα emission
produced via K-shell ionization caused by hot electrons [40].
The conversion efficiency of laser energy to x-ray radiation
depends on the hot electron production, which is determined
by the conditions of the laser-target interaction. K-shell emis-
sion measurements have been widely used as the reliable
spectroscopic diagnostics for dense plasmas [41–45], because
the atomic levels involved in K-shell emission are sensitive to
the plasma conditions.

In this paper, we present K-shell emission measurements
for both flat and microstructured Ti targets irradiated by a
high-intensity, short-pulse laser, to investigate the effect of
microstructures on laser absorption and characteristic x-ray
emission. The experimental results are complemented with
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to interpret the underlying
physics in the laser interaction with both targets. Section II
describes the experimental setup. The experimental results
and analysis are presented in Sec. III. Section IV gives the

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup (not to scale) and
measured laser focal spot.

discussion on the limited enhancement of Kα emission. The
article is concluded in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was conducted at the PHELIX laser
facility [46] at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerio-
nenforschung in Darmstadt, Germany. Figure 1 shows the
schematic of the experimental setup. The s-polarized laser
beam with an average energy of ∼100 J and a pulse dura-
tion of 500 fs was delivered to the target at the fundamental
wavelength of 1053 nm. The laser was focused by a copper
off-axis parabolic mirror to a focal spot of ∼8 µm full width
half maximum (FWHM) at an incident angle of ∼15◦ relative
to the target normal. Approximately 35% of the laser energy
was estimated to be contained in the 8 µm diameter spot, thus
a mean peak intensity of ∼1.4 × 1020 W cm−2 was obtained
on the target. The temporal contrast of the laser pulse was
measured to be ∼1010 at 150 ps before the peak intensity
[47,48], which can significantly suppress the long-scale pre-
plasma and thus reduce the back reflection of laser energy
[16].

Two cylindrically curved highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) [49,50] crystal spectrometers were employed to ob-
serve the K-shell emission of Ti targets from the front and
rear sides, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Both spec-
trometers were in Von Hamos geometry and had identical
geometrical configurations. The HOPG crystals used had a
mosaic spread of m = 0.8◦, a thickness of 30 µm and a lattice
spacing of 2d002 = 6.708 Å. The size of each crystal was
40 mm × 20 mm and the radius of curvature was 115 mm. The
two crystals were placed 300 mm from the target at the front
and rear sides, respectively, and centered at E = 4510 eV
(Bragg angle θB = 24.2◦). The x-ray spectra were detected by
the FujiFilm BAS-TR image plates (IPs), which were placed
300 mm from their corresponding crystals with the orientation
perpendicular to the reflected beam from the crystal. Pokalon
foils were put in front of the IPs as light-tight filters. In
addition, 10–30 µm thick aluminum foils were also placed in
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FIG. 2. The (a) SEM image and (b) schematic cross section of
microstructured titanium targets.

front of the IPs as the x-ray filter to avoid saturation of Kα or
Heα signal on the detector.

Two types of Ti targets were used, namely flat targets
and microstructured targets. The flat targets were 10 µm
thick polished Ti foils. The microstructured targets were Ti
substrates with conical microstructures on one side. These
conical microstructures were fabricated by irradiating Ti sam-
ples with a train of ultrashort (∼100 fs) laser pulses [51],
resulting in a height of 15 µm and a base width of 10
µm. The remaining substrate thickness was approximately
5 µm. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and
schematic of the microstructured Ti targets are shown in
Fig. 2. These microstructures (front side) were facing the laser
beam during the experiment. The enhancement effect of the
microstructures on laser absorption and x-ray radiation was
benchmarked by the 10 µm thick flat targets.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Time-integrated K-shell emission spectra were measured
for the two types of Ti targets and laser energies varying from

80 to 110 J. The typical K-shell emission spectra measured
are shown in Fig. 3, in which the spectra recorded from the
rear and front sides of the target are denoted as the rear
spec and front spec, respectively. The spectral intensity has
been converted into the unit of photostimulated luminescence
(PSL) [52], and corrected for the transmission of x-ray filters.
Because the IPs were scanned at the same time after each
shot, no correction for IP fading is needed for the spectral
comparison. Multiple distinct emission lines, including the
“cold” Kα line and thermal lines (i.e., Heα and its Li-like
satellites), are observed from both sides of the target. Kα lines
are prominent in both front and rear spectra, and have almost
the same intensity and line shape. By contrast, thermal lines
are dominant in the front spec, but are much weaker in the rear
spec.

The different ratios of Heα to Kα in both spectrometers
can be explained due to radiation transport effects. The Kα

emission is driven mostly by the hot electrons, which are
distributed close to homogeneously along the target depth.
Also, the absorption of Ti foil is relatively small for its energy,
around 40% for the whole 10 µm thickness, therefore the
close-to-isotropic emission of Kα is expected. On the other
hand, the Heα and Li-like radiation are mostly formed in
the hot plasma on the front surface of the target. Though the
absorption of those lines in cold Ti is very low, it is rapidly
increasing with plasma temperature up to approximately 1
keV. For example, according to the collisional-radiative model
FLYCHK [53], the absorption in a 400 eV hot, 10 µm thick
solid-density Ti plasma is well above 90% over the range
4600–4750 eV. In addition to the radiation transport effects,
the different ratios of Heα to Kα in both spectrometers might
also be affected by different crystal reflectivities over the
measured spectral range.

FIG. 3. Single-pulse K-shell emission spectra measured by two HOPG spectrometers. The spectra recorded from the (a) rear and (b) front
sides of the target are denoted as rear spec and front spec, respectively. Note that the two plots have different energy and intensity ranges and
color bars.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of K-shell spectra at different experimental
conditions from the (a) rear and (b) front spectrometers.

The K-shell emission spectra from different targets and
laser energies are compared in Fig. 4, showing an obvious
enhancement of Kα emission in microstructured Ti targets.
The spectral intensity has been normalized by the laser energy
to remove its influence on the radiation yield [14,54]. The
relative Kα yield is estimated by the integral of the normalized
spectral intensity within the interval of 4490–4530 eV. There
is a ∼1.6× increase of Kα yield in microstructured targets
compared to flat foils, indicating a modest enhancement of
the hot electron production and laser energy absorption. The
Heα yield and line shape in flat and microstructured targets
are comparable, implying that the microstructures do not en-
hance the overall achieved plasma temperature. To better
understand the underlying processes of the laser interaction
with flat and microstructured targets, a series of PIC simula-
tions including the collision and ionization effects (field and
direct impact) were performed with the PICLS code [55]. Due
to the dramatically increased numerical heating in the late
phase of two-dimensional (2D) real-density simulations, 2D
reduced-density simulations were chosen for comparing the
heating processes in flat and microstructured targets. Mean-
while, a one-dimensional (1D) real-density simulation gave
a reasonable evaluation of real plasma conditions, and was
consequently used as a benchmark for 2D reduced-density
simulations. The 2D PIC simulations were implemented in a
2D3V geometry for Ti targets with a reduced ion density of
4 nc, corresponding to 88 nc free electron density in a fully

ionized case, where nc = 1.0 × 1021 cm−3 was the plasma
critical density for the laser wavelength λ0 = 1053 nm. The
target material was preionized with the charge state of 20 and
initialized with 0 eV temperature and 5 Ti20+ ions per cell. The
laser pulse was modeled by a Gaussian spatial profile with
an FWHM spot size of 8 µm, a sinusoidal temporal profile
with an FWHM duration of 500 fs, and a peak intensity of
I0 = 1.24 × 1020 W/cm2, corresponding to a normalized vec-
tor potential of a0 = 0.85λ0[µm](I0[W/cm2]/1018)1/2 = 10.
This temporal profile was chosen to shorten the simulation
time for the early rising edge while maintaining a similar
laser main pulse shape with the Gaussian profile. The pre-
pulse was neglected in the simulations, which is acceptable
for such a high-contrast laser. The incidence angle of the
laser was set to two values, i.e., 0◦ and 15◦, to investigate
the impact of the incidence angle on the target heating. The
simulation box size was 30 × 60 µm2 with a spatial grid res-
olution of 17 nm and absorbing boundaries. In addition, the
1D PIC simulation was implemented in a 1D3V geometry
for the Ti target with a real solid density of 56 nc, a preion-
ization of two, and a thickness of 10 µm. The laser pulse
had the same intensity as in the 2D simulations but with
a Gaussian temporal profile (500 fs FWHM duration), and
propagated along the spatial dimension of the target thickness
direction.

The bulk electron temperatures (Te) from 2D reduced-
density simulations are corrected by a scaling factor of 0.41,
which is gained from the comparison with the results of the
1D real-density simulation, as shown in Fig. 5. The 2D sim-
ulations start at −500 fs, and 0 fs corresponds to the moment
of the peak intensity arrival on the target surface. The sim-
ulations for 15◦ incidence have similar results, not detailed
here. Compared to the flat target, the microstructured target
demonstrates an increased interaction surface, spiky features
signifying vacuum heating [31], and comparable electron tem-
perature. The exposed surface area of the microstructured
target is multiple times larger than that of the flat foil, thus
more electrons are heated in the microstructured target during
the laser-matter interaction, which can be seen in the electron
energy spectrum (EES) shown in Fig. 6. The larger interaction
surface also results in a reduced laser intensity, of which
the effect on the temperature is partially compensated by
the additional vacuum heating in the microstructured target.
Vacuum heating [31], also known as the Brunel effect, is a
collisionless absorption mechanism in which the electric field
of the incident laser drives the electron oscillations across the
plasma-vacuum interface. It occurs when an intense laser field
is incident obliquely on a sharply bounded overdense plasma.
In this case, the excursion of electrons at the plasma-vacuum
interface is so large that the electrons can be literally dragged
into the vacuum and then sent back into the plasma [35].
As demonstrated by Fig. 5(b), the vacuum heating occurs in
the early phase of laser interaction with the microstructured
target due to its sloping surface, then vanishes as the density
gradient at the vacuum-target boundary diminishes. It is worth
mentioning that the impact of vacuum heating will be reduced
in the plasma with a real preplasma gradient. Nonetheless,
with the existence of an under -dense preplasma, other heating
mechanisms, e.g., resonance absorption, might also exist in
the microstructured targets.
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FIG. 5. Bulk electron temperatures (Te) of different times in
(a) flat and (b) microstructured Ti targets obtained from 2D reduced-
density PIC simulations at 0◦ laser incidence. Only the x range of
5 to 25 µm are shown in the plots. In plot (b), the little “spikes” on
the slopes of the microstructured target are the signature of vacuum
heating. Red dashed boxes marked by 1 and 2 represent the central
(near y=30 µm) and edge (near y=0 µm) regions of the targets,
respectively.

Additionally, more laser light gets trapped in the conical
microstructures because the reflected light will interact with
the opposite surfaces as well. Therefore, the amount of di-
rectly back-reflected light is reduced and the overall absorbed
laser energy is increased. PIC simulations indicate that the
laser absorption is enhanced by ∼80% in microstructured
targets compared to flat targets. In a similar experiment by
Ebert et al. [30], using Si structures with similar scale and
shape, the reflected fundamental light and second harmonic
emission were reduced by ∼70% and ∼90%, respectively,
in microstructured targets compared to flat foils. This ex-
perimental result is in good agreement with our simulations.
Another advantage of these structures is that they can trap
the plasma, thereby increasing the interaction volume [56].
The combination of vacuum heating and geometric trapping
effect counteracts the effect of the decreased laser intensity
on microstructured targets, resulting in a comparable electron
temperature with flat foils.

The detailed electron heating processes are shown by the
temporal evolution of the EES in Fig. 6. For further discus-
sion, we define three groups of electrons. The first one, with
kinetic energies below 100 keV, is called thermal electrons,

as they follow the Maxwellian distribution. Second, the elec-
trons with kinetic energies of several hundred keV are named
moderate electrons. Finally, the most energetic electrons with
kinetic energies above 1 MeV are referred to as high energy
electrons. In the initial interaction phase, a larger number of
electrons, including thermal electrons and high energy elec-
trons, are heated or accelerated by the laser in microstructured
targets compared to flat targets, and the cut-off energy of
electrons in microstructured targets is higher as well. This
phenomenon can be explained by the enlarged surface and
additional vacuum heating of microstructured targets, as il-
lustrated before. Along with the laser irradiation, more high
energy electrons are generated and then accelerated to the
maximum energy approximately at the arrival of laser peak
intensity. In this process, high energy electrons transfer the
energy to bulk electrons via return current or direct collisions
[36], resulting in the rise of bulk electron temperature. This
is demonstrated by the increased number of the high-energy
tail of thermal electrons in Fig. 6. Once the laser pulse is
over, the thermalization of high energy electrons continues by
transferring their energy to bulk electrons. During the whole
simulation, the microstructured target always has more high
energy electrons and higher “hot-electron temperature” (Thot)
than the flat target, explaining the enhancement of Kα emis-
sion in the microstructured target. The Thot is a quantitative
description of the hot-electron energy distribution, estimated
by an exponential fit to the slope of the high energy electron
spectrum, which is possible due to its Maxwellian-like distri-
bution [36,57]. The incidence angle has a slight impact on the
electron heating. A larger number of hot electrons, but with a
lower Thot, is observed in the 0◦ incidence simulations than 15◦
incidence simulations. This results in slightly different energy
distributions for high energy electrons.

IV. DISCUSSION

The laser coupling to the target is improved significantly
in microstructured targets compared to flat foils, as demon-
strated by PIC simulations. However, the enhancement of
Kα emission is not as significant as in the previous study
using similar microstructured Si targets under comparable
conditions [30]. Interestingly, earlier studies, which use nano
or microstructured targets for increasing laser energy ab-
sorption, demonstrate at least one order of magnitude of
enhancements of x-ray bremsstrahlung, but only modest en-
hancements (<2×) of Kα emission [21–27]. A decreased
intensity of Kα emission is even observed in the nanos-
tructured ZnO target while the laser absorption is enhanced
twofold [58]. Although laser parameters and target morpholo-
gies are various in these studies, we can still conclude that,
in contrast to bremsstrahlung radiation, Kα emission is less
sensitive to the target morphology. These research results,
together with our experimental results, present a question of
why the enhancement of Kα emission is not significant in
many structured targets while the laser absorption is enhanced
substantially.

Our study provides a plausible explanation for this phe-
nomenon. While previous studies have primarily linked the
x-ray emission with the enhanced laser absorption, Kα emis-
sion is directly subjected to the K-shell ionization arising
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FIG. 6. Electron energy spectrum (EES) at different times extracted from PIC simulations. The bottom row shows the zoom ins of the EES
from the green rectangles above, showing the range of 0 to 100 keV to compare the thermal electron populations in different targets. Solid and
dotted curves represent 0◦ and 15◦ laser incidences, respectively. The vertical dashed lines denote the 5 keV electron energy threshold.

from the impact of hot electrons on cold materials. The first
obvious explanation could be the limited enhancement of hot
electron numbers in structured targets. Our PIC simulations
show only a modest enhancement (∼1.3×) of the number of
electrons with energies above the Ti K-shell electron binding
energy (∼5 keV) in the microstructured target. The quantita-
tive comparison of absolute numbers of free electrons in our
PIC simulations is, however, unreliable due to artificial factors
(e.g., reduced density). We thus refer to other experiments
with similar target structures and comparable laser conditions
that show a clear enhancement in the hot electron numbers and
thus we expect a similar trend in our study [30]. Unfortunately,
no reliable electron diagnostics that would measure both the
escaping electrons and those generated within the targets and
trapped there were available during this experiment to obtain
the actual numbers of hot electrons generated in two types of
targets, such as Faraday cup, Thomson parabola spectrometer,
bremsstrahlung, or Cherenkov detectors [59–62]. Addition-
ally, compared to 10 µm thick flat foils, the thinner (5 µm)
substrate of microstructured targets reduces the available de-
posited energy of escaping hot electrons for K-shell ionization
in the cold volume.

An alternative explanation is presented here, where the
rapid heating of bulk targets might also constrain the produc-
tion of Kα photons. To verify this hypothesis, the temporal
evolution of scaled bulk electron temperatures (Te) in two
different target regions (central and edge), illustrated in Fig. 5,

are extracted from the reduced-density PIC simulations and
shown in Fig. 7. These two regions are selected to represent
the inhomogeneous heating of the target bulk. In both regions,
the Te rises rapidly as the laser irradiates the target, and
the heating process in microstructured targets is significantly
faster than that in flat targets. According to the spectral mod-
eling using the collisional-radiative SCFLY code [41], once
Te is over 100 eV, the Ti L-shell electrons start to be ion-
ized resulting in the emission of blue-shifted L-shell satellites
while the “cold” Kα emission disappears. It is important to
note that the collisional cross section for K-shell ionization is
significantly decreasing as the plasma temperature (or charge
state) increases [63], these intermediate shifted L-shell satel-
lites are thus very weak and not observed in our measured
spectra. Therefore, 100 eV is taken as the upper threshold of
Te for generating “cold” Kα emission in Ti targets. Figure 7
indicates that Te in the central and edge regions of the mi-
crostructured target reach 100 eV at −310 fs and −140 fs,
respectively. The time window (twin) for generating “cold”
Kα emission is thus very short (a few hundred fs timescale),
occurring prior to the arrival of the peak intensity on the target.
Due to the faster heating process, microstructured targets have
an even shorter time window of “cold” Kα emission compared
to flat targets. This factor sort of counteracts the effect of more
hot electrons in microstructured targets. Thus, the increased
production of hot electrons cannot be effectively converted
into the increase of Kα yield. While our simulations predict
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FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of bulk electron temperatures (Te)
and above 5 keV electron number (Ne) in the (a) central and (b) edge
regions (as marked by boxes 1 and 2 in Fig. 5). Te = 100 eV is
denoted by the horizontal dotted lines. The twin refers to the time
window of “cold” Kα emission.

the peak bulk temperature around 15 keV, past experimen-
tal work confirms that keV level temperatures are reached
at the given laser conditions [64,65]. It is expected that the
PIC simulation is likely to overestimate the bulk temperature,
however the above conclusion still holds with downscaling the
temperature even by one order of magnitude.

To further investigate the dynamic process of Kα pro-
duction, the temporal evolution of the electron numbers in
different energy ranges is plotted, see Fig. 8. These electrons
are chosen from the whole PIC simulation box and with ki-

netic energies above 5 keV. As shown in Fig. 8, the evolution
trends of electron numbers are comparable for 0◦ and 15◦
laser incidences and overlap completely within twin. Com-
pared to flat targets, a clearly increased number of thermal
electrons above 5 keV as well as high energy electrons is
generated in microstructured targets as the laser irradiates.
This increased electron number accounts for the enhancement
of Kα emission in microstructured targets. However, this ef-
fect stops when the bulk electron temperature rises up to the
upper threshold temperature of Kα emission. The following
increase of this electron number does not contribute to the
Kα radiation, but still generates more x-ray bremsstrahlung,
which explains the different enhancements of Kα and hard x-
ray emission in structured targets [24,26]. Therefore, the rapid
heating of bulk materials could be the major reason for modest
enhancements of Kα emission in many structured targets. The
number of moderate electrons is almost the same in both
flat and microstructured targets during the initial interaction
phase, then tends to diverge due to the thermalization of high
energy electrons. Thus, moderate electrons can generate Kα

photons, but do not contribute to the difference of Kα yields
in both target morphologies.

In addition, high-energy thermal electrons contribute the
most to the production of Kα emission because of (i) their
dominant number within the electrons above 5 keV and (ii) the
larger K-shell ionization cross sections of Ti in the electron
energy range of several tens keV [66]. This dominant effect
of high-energy thermal electrons on Kα emission is also ob-
served in another experiment by Sander et al. [67], in which
Cu Kα emission is decreased by ∼70% in a “flat Si + Cu”
target where electrons with energies below 38 keV are stopped
in the 15 µm Si front layer. As for the significant increase
(12×) of Kα emission in the microstructured Si targets [30],
it could occur due to the K-shell electron binding energy of Si
being much lower (∼1.84 keV), thus more thermal electrons
can contribute to the Kα emission before the onset of a high
bulk temperature. Moreover, the microstructured Si targets
have a more “spiky” geometry with a higher aspect ratio and
can therefore better trap the light and plasma.

In fact, measurements of absolute Kα radiation intensity
are commonly used to estimate the number of hot elec-
trons generated during the complex laser-target interaction
[57]. Our research result suggests that using Kα emission to

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of all electron numbers in the energy ranges of (a) 5–100 keV (i.e., high-energy thermal electrons), (b) 100
keV–1 MeV (i.e., moderate electrons), and (c) >1 MeV (i.e., high energy electrons). The twin corresponds to the time window of Kα production
in the edge region of the microstructured target. Solid and dotted curves represent 0◦ and 15◦ laser incidences, respectively.
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diagnose the hot electron production or relaxation time could
lead to a misinterpretation, especially for sub-ps to ps high-
power lasers compared to the tens of fs lasers. First, Kα

photons can be produced by not only nonthermal electrons,
but also the high-energy tail of thermal electrons. Second,
the rapid heating of the bulk target could shut down the Kα

emission before the end of the hot electron generation or ther-
malization. Because of the above reasons, care must be taken
when using Kα yields to estimate the coupling efficiency of
laser to the target or using time-resolved Kα spectroscopy
to study hot electron relaxation processes for the high-power
laser-solid interaction experiments, e.g., fast ignition (FI).

Several schemes can be adopted to improve the con-
version efficiency of laser energy to Kα radiation for
quasimonochromatic probing applications. For example, the
size and geometry of the microstructures could be optimized
to further enhance laser absorption and hot electron produc-
tion. The substrate thickness of the structured targets could be
optimized as well to maximize the Kα yield by considering
both the generation and reabsorption of Kα photons in cold
materials. Most importantly, the premature heating of bulk
materials should be avoided or suppressed. This can be real-
ized by using two-layer targets with a metal layer on the back
side emitting the characteristic Kα lines. The front layer, made
of other materials (e.g., C, Si), prevents direct illumination of
the metal back layer, thus eliminating any direct laser heating.
No substantial heating occurs in the back layer during the laser
pulse [57]. The front layer can be structured targets as well for
enhancing the laser absorption. A two-layer “microstructured
Si + Cu” target was investigated under similar conditions at
the PHELIX laser system, demonstrating an enhanced, clean
Cu Kα source with the thermal emission suppressed signifi-
cantly [67]. A thin front layer of lighter materials is preferred,
because more electrons can pass through the front layer and
contribute to the K-shell ionization of the back material.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The effect of microstructure morphology on laser energy
absorption and characteristic x-ray radiation was studied by
measuring K-shell emission from the flat and microstructured
Ti targets irradiated by short-pulse, relativistic laser pulses.
∼1.6× increase of Kα emission was observed in microstruc-
tured targets compared to flat foils, indicating an enhancement

of the laser energy absorption. The similar Heα and Li-like
satellites between flat and microstructured targets implied a
comparable bulk electron temperature in both targets. A series
of PIC simulations were performed to further understand the
underlying physical processes, demonstrating the increases of
electron numbers and energies in microstructured targets as
well as the enhanced laser absorption (∼1.8×). The enhance-
ment effect was attributed to the increased interaction surface,
additional heating mechanisms (e.g., vacuum heating), and
geometric trapping of light in microstructured targets. Com-
pared to the other experiment observing 12× enhanced Kα

yield using structured Si targets [30], the reasons for the
lower-than-expected enhancement of Kα emission in many
structured targets were also discussed in detail. In particular,
the premature shutdown of Kα emission caused by the rapid
heating of bulk targets might be the major reason. The discus-
sion also reveals the importance of in situ electron diagnostics
that could measure the actual numbers of hot electrons gener-
ated in the targets for these experiments.

This rapid heating, which causes the premature shutdown
of Kα emission, could strongly affect the accuracy of the
Kα diagnostics and even lead to a misinterpretation of the
hot electron production and relaxation processes. The prema-
ture heating of bulk materials could be prevented by using
a two-layer target. With an optimized structured front layer,
the high-brightness laser-produced Kα sources are promising
for quasimonochromatic probing applications in high energy
density physics and other fields, but this needs to be further
explored.
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